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Neal Hall - Director

welcome
to the second 

edition of
ON THE ROAD

“

i folks, I’d like to begin by wishing you a very Happy New Year 
from myself and everyone here at Lakeside. We’ve had a lovely 

Christmas period and where possible we have all taken some well 
deserved rest after yet another record breaking year. I look forward to 
2016 with renewed enthusiasm as some of the signs of another great 
time are beginning to show already. There is a great vibe around 
the place amongst the team and with the strong bond we have with 
customers, the local community and our supply chain. So 2016 is 
definitely a year for us to build on well established relationships and 
for us to make acquaintances on our journey together.

The first edition of this magazine went down a storm and as such 

saw us have photo features in the nightly newspaper for Shropshire 

and Mid Wales, the Shropshire Star, and also in Route One Magazine 

which is a leading trade press publication.

It is a great shame though that the launch of the first edition 

coincided with the unexpected illness of our Financial Director, 

Dorothy Davies who suffered a stroke whilst on holiday. However 

whilst still undergoing intensive rehabilitation and supported by the 

family and friends she is making a great recovery and is able to keep 

an eye on things as she has devolved her duties to the rest of the 

team as part of our legacy plan. We wish her a speedy recovery.

welcome!

Waiting in the back office
The face of a coach company the vast majority of the time is 
the drivers, but like many organisations there are a group of 
people in the background who orchestrate the logistics of the 
operation to make it all tick and happen. 

Lakeside is no different and one of these groups are those on the phones and emails in the 

General Office at Ellesmere HQ. They have a busy time of things taking over 20,000 phone 

calls per year and 1000’s of emails and getting all the paperwork processed and ready for 

when the vehicles depart across the UK and Europe. They are fortunate enough to all sit 

behind their dual screens with some funky bluetooth headsets to allow their nimble fingers to 

pound the keyboards with all our customers’ exacting requirements. To many they are unseen, 

particularly to our international incoming customers who are based across the Globe!

CaroleLindseySandraKaren2



New website launch
ur new website which is more responsive to mobile devices is doing 

very well with visitor numbers up at least 10%. The new site is easier to 

navigate with more condensed content which is easier to read particularly on 

smaller screens. We use the metrics from our site to determine what interests 

people and as such have been able to make these changes emphasising the 

important stuff whilst removing any unnecessary padding.

Some of our most recent stats are now available and are very encouraging:

the amount of working hours put into 
Lakeside by our team of staff each year

40,000 the average no. of 
miles each of our fleet 
covers per annum

The average number of team 
members who have an input into 
making every hire happen

The number of full vehicle 
checkovers completed by our 
engineering staff per annum

Here at Lakeside Coaches we love 
numbers, statistics and data. 

We collect lots of facts and figures 
about our operation and use this to 
constantly improve the service and 

experience that we offer. 

This can range from specific vehicle data, 

including: idling times, vehicle utilisation, top 

performing vehicles, total mileage etc. Also we 

look at sales traffic and how we can best serve 

customers in their locality. As well as this we 

look at calendar trends meaning that we can 

to a certain extent predict demand. As part of 

our annual ISO 9001:2008 audit process we use 

customer feedback surveys and the results always 

provide a heart warming boost to the team.

All about
the numbers Over 80,000 

375
6
miles
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he thirst of all things on two wheels goes 
from strength to strength at Lakeside.  

Whilst things may slow down slightly in 
January, the pace of the company cyclists 
does not. Pictured here on one of our Sunday 

morning ride outs are driver Rob Williams, 
Fleet Engineer Simon Tomkins, Marge Richter, 
Phil Gaunt and Director Gareth Davies. New 
members to cycle to work include Phil Gaunt 
and Ian Hanmer.

Latest News

Lakeside Velo

ere for seventeen years, Lou Johnson 

is a time served international coach 

driver. As part of her reinvention and 

need to stick to a more flexible work 

life balance she decided to apply for the 

internal vacancy of depot supervisor at 

Ellesmere HQ nine months ago. This allows 

more predictable time off for her training, 

competitions and fundraising events. In 

her role she is more than ably assisted in 

by our other Depot Supervisor Joe Morris.

She says she has “Found the new role a 

challenge and a different way of thinking 

compared to being out on the road, but 

having gained so much experience whilst 

touring continental Europe including 

Spain, Italy, Germany, Poland, France, 

Belgium, Holland, Austria, Switzerland, 

The Czech Republic and Italy this helps 

with my logistical knowledge of what is 

expected of the vehicles and drivers. 

I set myself high standards and I expect 

them of others. The new skills I have 

learnt include rostering, planning vehicle 

movements, purchase orders for depot 

supplies and making contacts within the 

supply chain. Also I have got to know 

more of my colleagues as previously we 

worked back to back and could be like 

ships that pass in the night as we are a 24 

hour a day operation”

My aspirations “are to build more on 

what I have learnt so far particularly with 

rostering and vehicle allocations as well 

as building the extra curricular social 

side of the business up and developing 

our excursion programmes”. In the short 

term I am looking forward to doing my 

Certificate of Professional Competence for 

Passenger Transport.

Ian Hanmer

Phil Gaunt

15 Minutes over coffee with 
the Lead Depot Supervisor
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or Fleet Engineer Simon Tomkins 
and the depot team, January and 

February are busy months, as in the 
first month of the year the coaches 
don't work at quite the frenetic pace 
they do for the rest of the year, and 
they do not work as many twighlight 
and weekend shifts. 

There is still a lot to do as this is the 

time of the year when the vast majority 

of the fleet is due for their MOT! As this 

has traditionally been the time of year 

when most of the new intakes arrive to 

take advantage of being registered in 

the next year, hence the tests are due on 

their anniversaries. The MOT preparation 

is quite a lot more difficult than for your 

car, including the need to remove every 

seat from the vehicle for deep cleaning 

and the need for a full steam clean of 

the under chassis of the vehicle! This is 

not something we take lightly as we are 

very keen to protect our VOSA Green00 

Operator status!

However, as part of our quality control 

procedures, every vehicle is checked over 

daily by the first use for that day. This 

is then consolidated with a full 74 point 

inspection in our workshops every five 

weeks! (The Government stipulates a six 

week interval, but as usual we want to 

take it one better).

nyone who has hired a vehicle from 
us over the last two years will have 

found out that we think we are the first 
operator in the country to launch our 
automated email and text quotation/
confirmation and reminder service. 
This way you get instant messages and 
updates and always have a record of them 
to go back to for reference. Likewise on 
receipt of your 72 hour reminder prior to 
departure it saves folks having to call to 
confirm details and likewise aims to prevent 

mistakes so you can double check the job 
details with plenty of time to spare. So to 
make the most of this, make sure you opt in 
when you book!

The system has been well received in the 
offices at Ellesmere HQ, it allows much 
slicker data entry using postcode and 
address recognition as well as easier 
job and customer extraction providing a 
quicker system and reducing the potential 
for error.

K
EEPING

 R
O

LLING
 

IT system – text and email functions
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Read All About It
he launch of our first edition of 'On 
The Road', went better than could 

ever have been anticipated with the first 
1,500 copies hitting the streets and in the 
seatback magazine nets on the fleet. We 
have had requests for the printed version 
from across the country.  

We’ve had lots of really good feedback 
from passengers, suppliers, members of 
the public and other operators to name 

but a few. Likewise we’ve had lots of ideas 

for content for future editions and here 

we are!

The launch was picked up by lots of the 

press, including locally here in Shropshire, 

the Shropshire Star and Shropshire Live 

magazine. Nationally an article was 

published on this pioneering release in the 

Route One Trade Magazine.

On top of this we have the electronic 
turning book version for computers 
and mobile devices, with currently 
approximately 2,000 reads as well, in 
addition to 600 reads on facebook.

Driver Jason Greenshields does an 
impromptu announcement of the release 
(perhaps although mistaken previously for 
the Mayor of Wrexham, he maybe better 
suited to the role of town crier?).

Rob Williams

Driver
Profile

Name: Rob Williams

Nickname: BaaBaa

Usual Vehicle: NH13 LAK

Biggest Achievement: To come in the next few months as 
he takes on the Loch Ness 60 mile cycle challenge!

How Long in the Team: 15 years

Favourite Route: It’s got to be Ireland. Usually found 
wearing some sort of gaelic football or hurling top on 
days off.

Best thing about working at Lakeside: So many really, 
including being given the opportunity to travel around 
the UK, Ireland and Europe. Also being treated like family 
making working feel so easy and enjoyable. In addition  
I am always learning new things.

T
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@routeoneteamrouteONE magazine13 January 2016  |  Issue 622

Transport Manager take note...
TCs issue new rules; TMs must read it. p4-5

Gas ‘decker is coming soon
Scania unveils chassis for spring launch. p32-33

Warm welcome in Scotland
Drew Wilson invites operators to take stock. p34-35

Lakeside Coaches standardises its services. It ensures that every single customer – from 
corporate client to schoolchild – sees the same professional image and smartly uniformed driver. It’s 
a strategic business, with a set-up that allows the MD enough time to come up with new ideas. p25-27

Professional as standard

Industry-leading Court Report: Read it here fi rst, every week in routeone

Drew Wilson invites operators to take stock. p34-35

Cover iss622.indd   1 12/01/2016   15:36

In the Trade Press

New phone system
ust a brief note to let you know that 
due to the amount of technology at 

Ellesmere HQ it's necessary to dig the 
road up and have our own dedicated line 
installed! This is necessary to allow faster 
internet connections to allowing more 
homeworking to provide flexibility around 
illness, inclement weather etc. In addition 
to this, a whole new phone system will 
be installed to allow more efficient call 
handling, and you never know, you may 
hear the odd bar of greensleeves too!

oute One magazine featured 
us during January after coming 

and spending the day with us before 
Christmas to see how we do things 
and how we differentiate ourselves 
from the competition. 

The reception from this article has 

been great, and has a good reach with 
the print version being circulated to 
6,000 readers weekly, and, as with our 
own magazine, an online readership 
too. The positive response from this 
article has already brought in new 
business.

Audited Quality
ould you spend hundreds of 
pounds without knowing what 

you were paying for? ISO 9001 is instantly 
recognisable and replaces the old 
"KITEMARK" this is basically a certification 
of quality assurance for the systems we 
have in place. Lakeside coaches are one 
of only a few UK operators with this 
guaranteed assurance and have achieved 
it for the the last ten years consistently. 
Lindsey Evans our office manager is 
responsible for consistently documenting, 
instigating and overseeing our processes 
which then have to be updated into a 
huge manual, annually scrutinised and 
audited by ISO officials.
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his Christmas, in lieu of staff sending Christmas cards to one 
another, we have raised £155.30 (£200) towards the two 

designated charities The Roy Castle Lung Cancer Charity and the 
Stroke Association.  

Lakeside added a little bit to this to round up to donations of 
£100 to each charity.

Lou Johnson competed in the Shropshire Mud Run for charity in 
December and is just about clean again.

Our very own Julie Dovaston made a most generous donation to 
a cancer charity. Instead of gifts for her 50th birthday she instead 
requested gifts of money - raising a £550 for the charity! We 
think that's an awesome gesture and a wonderful inspiration to us 
all for  thinking of others before ourselves.

Passing on our success

ason Greenshields can be seen here as Father Christmas and 
has a rather sore pair of knees after having some of his fairly 

hefty colleagues sitting on them whilst receiving their secret 
Santa presents. This was done on our traditional last day of term 
buffet in the Drivers Rest Area at Ellesmere HQ. Pictured here is 
a very happy John Malcolm, Doug Wooding, Elwyn Phillips and a 
rather frightened Andy Pace.

We’re still trying to identify Rudolph though!

Prior to this was a Festive Curry 
Night with a good turn out of thirty 
of the team with entertainment for 
the evening (as usual) provided 
by their colleague Neil “Woolly” 
Woolham, a true one man comedy 
act delivered in a genuine Salopian 
twang.

Festive Times at Lakeside
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50 Not Out
anuary saw the half 
century being reached by 

two company stalwarts, coach 
driver Dai Booth, who, a few 
years ago now, left cold wet 
building sites to sit and drive 
coaches in climate controlled 
luxury.

Julie Dovaston, former school 
care taker and at present 

cleaner, tour courier and 

nursemaid to the driving and 

yard staff has also attained 

this golden milestone. 

This resulted in two parties, 

one at the Ellesmere 

Comrades Club with 130 

guests and also a lunchtime 

buffet attended by thirty staff.

Phil the Plaxton 
Paparazzi photographer

hen you have some beautiful staff, vehicles 

and premises they are only done true justice 

when their image is captured by a truly outstanding 

photographer. We are very lucky to have Phil Barrett 

of PB Artworks onboard, literally! As our commercial 

photographer he has taken hundreds of images for us to 

create our stock photo library. Having so many marketing 

outlets it's important we have quality images to truly 

reflect our business. Phil is also available for Weddings 

and Portraits when not photographing our coaches!
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GB Tours
ur Touring Partner has launched new packages for this season including 
Spectacular Coach and Rail Tours of Scotland and Northumbria. This 

comprehensive seven day tour features three Spectacular Rail Journeys taking in 
beautiful coastline, mysterious moors, majestic mountains and awe-inspiring Lochs... 

Day 1: On our first day we travel north and stay overnight in   

 the Glasgow area. 

Day 2:  Our first train journey takes us from Glasgow alongside   

 the Clyde, Loch Linnhe and beautiful Loch Awe, hugging  

 the mountain side in some places. Look out for the   

 romantic Kilchurn Castle at the head of the Loch Awe.   

 Arrive early afternoon in Oban where we stay for two   

 nights. 

Day 3: Enjoy a free day in Oban. There are several boat trips   

 available which can be booked from the harbour or   

 simply relax and wander around this popular tourist   

 town. 

Day 4: Morning scenic coach journey along the west coast to   

 Fort William. After a short time here we board a train   

 for the second of our spectacular trips. The journey   

 takes us under the shadow of Ben Nevis and across   

 the remote and mysterious Rannoch Moor, through areas  

 inaccessible by road to Crainlarich where the three great 

 lines of the Highlands meet. We stay overnight in   

 Crainlarich. 

Day 5:  A local trip out today, by coach - travelling via the lovely  

 Falls of Dochart to Killin and along the beautiful shores of  

 Loch Tay. 

Day 6:  We leave Crainlarich and head down to Edinburgh. A few 

 hours free time is now available before board the train for  

 our final trip. From Edinburgh we travel through the pretty

 Scottish Borders area and then down the beautiful   

 Northumbrian Coast to Newcastle. We stay overnight   

 in Newcastle and travel home tomorrow. Please note: the  

 daily running order of this itinerary may be reversed on

 certain dates to enable us to secure the number of   

 reserved seats on trains required. 

Coach departures: Tuesday 10thMay £489 Sunday 31st July £509 

Good quality                     hotels included, ensuite room, D/B/B 

basis. Erskine Bridge, Erskine nr Glasgow Columbia Hotel, Oban 

Crainlarich Hotel, Crainlarich Caledonian Hotel, Newcastle Holiday 

Inn, Washington.
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or those of you lucky enough to live in the rolling green hills 
and quaint market towns of North Shropshire we have our 

annual Excursion Programme with departures from the Ellesmere 
(parking available), Whitchurch and Wem Areas. Here is a taste of 
what is on offer.

Date Destination Adult Child

Thursday 25th February The National Library of Wales & Aberystwyth - Including a guided tour £18.75 £12.50

Saturday 19th March Bury Market – Enjoy a day out to one of the North’s biggest indoor markets £13.00 £9.00

Monday 28th March Easter Monday In Llandudno – With a little Easter treat included! £13.00 £9.00

Saturday 2nd April Wye Valley And Forest of Dean – Herefordshire and Forest of Dean Countryside £18.00 £12.00

Sunday 10th April Mystery Tour – The first mystery tour of 2016 with ample time for lunch £14.00 £10.00

Saturday 16th April Spring Blossom Trail – Blossom trail in the beautiful Vale of Evesham. £18.00 £12.00

Sunday 24th April Snowdonia with local guide – A local guide will join us for the day £22.00 £15.00

Monday 2nd May Llandudno Victorian Extravaganza – Including street entertainers £13.00 £9.00

Sunday 15th May Derbyshire Tour – Full day in beautiful Derbyshire & the Peak District £17.50 £11.50

Saturday 28th May NEW 2016! Llandudno – Air displays going on throughout the day £13.00 £9.00

Sunday 5th June NEW 2016! Spalding Lincolnshire “Little Holland” -  Including market town Spalding £21.00 £15.00

Sunday 19th June Tenby – “Little England Beyond Wales” £20.00 £14.00

Sunday 26th June Coventry - A day out to Coventry City with an introductory tour with a local guide £21.00 £15.00

Saturday 2nd July Southport –  A full day out at the Victorian Seaside £14.00 £10.00

Saturday 9th July Black & White Trail – A full day out visiting Herefordshire villages £17.50 £11.50

Saturday 16th July Rutland Water (Inc. Boat Trip ) – A full day out stopping off in Melton Mowbray £23.00 £16.00

Sunday 24th July Whitby – Over the North Yorkshire Moors through Heartbeat Country £21.00 £15.00

Thursday 4th August Cosford – Arriving at Cosford Royal Air Force Museum around lunchtime £10.00 £8.00

Wednesday 10th August Llandudno – Enjoy Llandudno’s immaculate seafront £13.00 £9.00

Wednesday 17th August Barmouth – Summer Holiday day out at the seaside £13.00 £9.00

Saturday 20th August Durham – A chance to see Durham Cathedral & Durham Castle £21.00 £15.00

Sunday 28th August South Shropshire Tour – A day out stopping off on route for refreshments £14.50 £11.00

Saturday 3rd September Bolton Market & Ena Mill – Ena Mill is the perfect shopping experience £14.00 £10.00

Sunday 18th September NEW 2016! South Warwickshire Tour -  A tour with a local guide on board £25.00 £18.00

Saturday 1st October Boundary Mill Colne – Fancy a bit of pre-Christmas shopping? £15.00 £10.00

Sunday 9th October Mystery Tour - An Autumn mystery tour with a 2 course lunch (meal included) £27.00 £23.00

Sunday 23rd October Lake District Autumn Tints – With stops at Bowness and Ambleside. £21.00 £15.00

Wednesday 26th October Blackpool – Seaside resort, visit Blackpool’s famous landmarks and Illuminations £15.50 £12.00

Sunday 6th November Liverpool Shopper – A full day in Liverpool £13.00 £10.00

Saturday 12th November Bury Market – Join us for a day at Bury Market £13.00 £10.00

Sunday 20th November Llandudno Victorian Christmas Fayre – A day by the sea at the popular resort £13.00 £10.00

Saturday 26th November Mystery Tour – Last mystery tour of 2016. Two course meal included. £26.00 £20.00

Sunday 4th December Manchester Christmas Market – Day at the Manchester German Christmas Markets £13.00 £10.00

Wednesday 14th December Chester or Cheshire Oaks – Our annual trip to Chester or Cheshire Oaks £9.50 £6.50

Saturday 14th January 2017 Trentham Gardens & Meal – Nice leisurely start to the day with lunch included £25.00 £19.00

Saturday 4th February 2017 Boundary Mill Walsall & Meal – Lunch (included) then afternoon at Boundary Mill £25.00 £19.00

Saturday 25th February 2017 Barton Grange & Meal – A day out to Barton Grange Garden Centre £25.00 £19.00

Excursion 
Programme 2016
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Coach to 10K
ur charity plans for this year are 

already taking a pace with Rob 

Williams and Lou Johnson signed up 

to the gruelling 60 mile cycle around 

Loch Ness for Stroke. Likewise tour 

drivers Dan Crute (pictured) and Phil 

Gaunt have signed up to the 120 mile 

London to Brighthon (and back again!) 

Ride in September, Dan obviously 

not learning his lesson from last year 

when he and Lou did it. Lou has gone 

nocturnal this time for the 100 mile 

Prudential London Night Ride.

Director, Gareth Davies has started 

to fill up his diary too, with his initial 

outing in March at The Anglesey Half 

Marathon, the rest of the season is to 

be announced! Also up our sleeves is 

a full cycle team entry in one of the 

Summer Etapes, however trying to 

fit this around the busy schedule is 

somewhat challenging.

Coach Marque 
Conference

irector/General Manager Neal Hall 
recently attended the annual coach 

marque conference where best practice is 
shared among this select group of less than 
fifty UK operators.  

A number of excellent presentations were 
given by guest speakers and the president 
was delighted to announce that many tour 
and school tours suppliers would offer 
coach marque operators business with no 
further audits or requirements as the coach 
marque audit/quality was far higher than 
they would normally expect. Coach Marque 
is a guarantee of operational and vehicle 
quality, with audit standards covering; 
operations, ongoing training, vehicle quality 
including age, maintenance, specification, 
cleanliness and systems that require very 
high customer satisfaction ratings. 

Having coach marque recognition gives us 
instant membership of the Global Passenger 
Network (a worldwide recognition of 
industry quality) and FORS, which is 
an over-arching safety, fuel efficiency, 
economical operations, vehicle emissions 
scheme for operations within London and 
the M25. 

www.lakesidecoaches.co.uk
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Training the best
he driving staff use the 

moderate breathing space of 

January and February to not only do 

their mandatory Driver-CPC training 

at the inhouse training room, but 

they also receive our own corporate 

updates on public speaking and 

presentation skills with Heather 

Noble and also their home to 

school and college route updates 

and refreshers with Operations 

Manager Carole Sykes (there is a lot 

to know as they have to remember 

seventeen different routes!).

FLEET OPERATOR
RECOGNITION SCHEME

Fleet Operator Recognition 
Scheme standards

®


